sp6 fixes list.txt
Key
Summary
--------TD-20581
Clicking on a drop down column and away from the column
generates SAM_AnyEdit message
TD-20730
SAM_DragCanAutoStart causing DF focus issues in specific
scenario
TD-20753
TD crashes when rtf is print to a report
TD-20764
Focus is lost when tabbing from drop down list box column in a
grid
TD-20770
RTF control adds an extra line at the end, each time you
retrieve the RTF from it and paste it back in
TD-20798
Unable to use scroll slider after SqlTblPopulate
TD-20807
Grid doesn't respont on user actions after SalTblCreateColumn
TD-20825
SalTblReset is very slow if TBL_Flag_AllowSortIncomplete is set
TD-20843
Context menu with popup menu looks strange
TD-20861
VisTblSetRowColorEx sets the text colour using the background
colour
TD-20866
When MDI is minimized and then maximized the items on the
toolbar are disabled
TD-20869
TD debugger fail to evaluate internal function returns in
certain context
TD-20870
DEBUG TRACE pointer not shown in IDE when tracing
TD-20880
Application hangs when trying to close MDI child when popupmenu
is open.
TD-20881
SAM_FrameSize message sent twice for MDI windows
TD-20885
Drop down column value is not selected when tabbing through the
cells in a grid
TD-20909
WM_MenuSelect is not generated when a menu is closed
TD-20910
With a dropdown listbox a tab now skips over 2 columns
TD-20912
Creating or modifying a MenuItem and MenuPopup on
WM_INITMENUPOPUP does not take effect immediately
TD-20922
Scrolling down the grid crashes TD when the focus is set on the
push button before starting to scroll
TD-20923
GRID issue in regards to SAM_FieldEdit message and cell focus
TD-20927
SalTblSetFocusCell() sends SAM_AnyEdit to the column
TD-20954
SalFileGetStr() results difference with legacy version
TD-20959
Cannot DEBUG break/pause a looping TD application in specific
conditions
TD-20963
Chart Control gpf when data set is large
TD-20965
Windows 8 crash closing dialog
TD-20968
Crash when Grid Window has a cell edit and a slider control for
a docked window is activated.
TD-20972
Disabling checkbox-column not always results in disabled column
TD-20983
Windows7 Basic theme has painting issue with radio button
selection
TD-20988
Application crashwhen using Frame and Radio Button controls
TD-21008
Fail to evaluate function in debugger variable windows, it is
fine in the expression window
TD-21009
WM_MenuSelect is not generated when a sub menu is closed
TD-21012
Nested popup's don't show checkmarks nor can be disabled
TD-21025
App crashes in nested tab app
TD-21026
Disappearance of controls on nested tab
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TD-21029
GRID issue with drop down list in regards to SAM_FieldEdit
message and cell focus with grid
TD-21037
Windows 8 crash closing dialog when accessories is enabled
TD-21045
Read access violation undocking a DLG from an MDI
TD-21049
MS WebBrowser Activex steals keystrokes even when it has no
focus
TD-21050
Making a non-editable row editable using SalTblSetCellTextColor
in a grid leaves drop down column in a different color
TD-21051
It is possible to paste text into a disabled multiline or data
field
TD-21052
Read access violation undocking a DLG from an MDI in specific
scenario
TD-21057
Up and down arrow in a drop down column of a grid scrolls
automatically
TD-21058
Issues with VisTblSetColHdrColor() and GRID only
TD-21063
The focus is set differently on a data field in 6.2 compared to
4.2
TD-21066
No list in Dropdown column in grid
TD-21069
Excessive network send and receives when inserting into a
SQLBase database
TD-21071
SAM_AnyEdit or SAM_FieldEdit when tabbing from a drop down
column of a grid
TD-21072
In a ribbon bar - clicking on a sub menu with menu items closes
the popup menu
TD-21073
Moving from a submenu item to the parent sub menu closes the
menu at runtime
TD-21082
Not possible to delete letters in Dropdown grid in specific
scenario
TD-21089
Nested popup's don't show checkmarks nor can be disabled
TD-21090
Application crashes when tabbing across the Grid cells
TD-21100
SalCompileAndEvaluate is not compatible between SP1 and SP2 of
TD6.2 - also in 6.1 and 6.1 SP5
TD-21112
Last character truncated in Push Button controls in specific
environment
TD-21115
QuickObject Database against ORACLE does not show selected table
columns.
TD-21118
With certain themes, clicking on an MDI child does not bring the
window to foreground
TD-21119
With certain themes, resizing a MDI child goes over the size of
the parent
TD-21130
Popup menu items highlight issue
TD-21156
Dynamic menu not updated in specific scenario (WM_INITMENUPOPUP)
TD-21181
With certain themes all radio buttons in a group go unselected
when the mouse is held down and dragged
TD-21184
DataField in FRAME and QUICKTAB painting problem
TD-21185
IDE Crash in specific scenario
TD-21202
Menu item created with ID bigger than 20480 does not create a
complete menu item
TD-21229
Loosing focus when using SalTabSetActivePage
TD-21235
Grid Double context menu for Editable dropdown column
TD-21245
Loosing focus when using SalTabSetActivePage
TD-21262
Multiline field allows values to be pasted when the vertical
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scroll is set to No and bMaxDataLengthInBytes is set to TRUE
TD-21263
Grid events in wrong order
TD-21272
RTF fields overlap in report print out
TD-21293
RTF field in report duplicates to next page
TD-21305
SAM_FieldEdit is generated unnecessarily in a column in the grid
TD-21332
Slowness while inserting menu items with VisMenu* functions
TD-21340
Application crashes in SAM_AnyEdit of grid's dropdown column
TD-21343
Column colour set using SalTblSetCellTextColor inversion colour
choice is not good
TD-21345
Cannot set the carret cursor within datafields using the mouse
in specific scenario
TD-21362
Loosing focus when switching between apps
TD-21377
Cannot paste characters in a MultiLineText and a cell of Child
Table in specific scenario
TD-21399
RTF fields overlap in report print out
TD-21406
Wrong behavior of drop down column inside of a grid
TD-21407
Grid drop down cannot be closed
TD-21420
Multiline edit column accepts only 16K max length
TD-21440
SalMessageBox() looses its focus
TD-21441
GRID Editable cell remains while row is deleted
TD-21442
Accessing a value of a specific grid-column will return the data
of other column in specific scenario
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